PICTURE YOURSELF AT
BOEING COMPUTER SERVICES.

COMPUTER PROFESSIONALS.

Go ahead. Picture yourself at Boeing Computer Services, one of the largest suppliers of computer services in the nation. Salaries are competitive. And the benefits package is comprehensive.

Plus, there's a bonus. You'll be working and living in the beautiful Pacific Northwest. In Seattle. One of the country's most livable cities. And, there are additional opportunities in eastern U.S. cities.

THESE KEY POSITIONS ARE AVAILABLE RIGHT NOW.

Operating Systems
- Develop system utilities to communicate between CYBER, CRAY and IBM 30XX computers over an NSC Hyperchannel. Experience with NOS operating system and Hyperchannel desired.
- Develop user interface software for a file management system. Experience with CYBER, CRAY or IBM 30XX required.
- Design and develop 3270 networking capability between IBM, CDC and CRAY host processors. Experience with VM/370 or Hyperchannel Technology required.

IBM-PC Systems Programmers
- Develop system support modules for engineering scientific workstation on IBM-PC. IBM-PC, Graphics, PASCAL experience required.
- Develop integrated, functional service offerings and software products for mainframe/minicomputer environment. Communication background in distributed computing environment required.

Scientific Applications Programmers
- Engineering/scientific workstation development on micro computers. Three years FORTRAN experience required. Knowledge of DEC, PDP-11, IBM-PC and CYBER/CRAY desirable.

Programmer/Analysts
- Develop cost models used in simulation to predict performance. FORTRAN, VAX 11/780 experience required.
- Develop Business Systems using HP3000. IMAGE, FORTRAN, PASCAL required.
- Develop and maintain Engineering applications. Relational database experience; i.e., DB2 or SQL required.
- Investigate and apply new Technology to factory automation systems. Technology includes MRC, ROBOTS, FMS and Communication.
- Perform IMS systems design and programming in a COBOL, MFS, OS, JCL, environment. Structured analysis, design and coding desired. Applications in Finance, Manufacturing, Engineering and Procurement and Inventory Control helpful.
- Perform computer graphic software construction and maintenance on VAX computers. FORTRAN and computer graphics experience required.
- Perform scientific database administration. FORTRAN and industrial database management systems experience required.
- Develop/produce programmer productivity tools. Requires 3-5 years experience with UNIX Operating Systems and programming "C". BS in Computer Science, Math or Physics preferred.

Artificial Intelligence Specialists
- PhD in Computer Science, Physics or Math with 3-5 years post-doctoral research (or industry experience) in Expert Systems, Robotics, Natural Language Processing, Heuristic Programming, Vision, Voice, Machine Learning or Knowledge Based Systems.

Just send your résumé to Boeing Computer Services, P.O. Box 3707-FBG, Seattle, WA 98124. Or, if you're interested in opportunities in eastern U.S. cities, send your résumé to Boeing Computer Services, 7980 Gallows Court, Dept. FBG, M.S. CV-19, Vienna, VA 22180. An equal opportunity employer.